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Find complete cast and crew information for Chatpat Jhatpat.n Find the cast and director for Chatpat Jhatpat. Tamika
Dumankar: I have a video from Bonnu at two years old. He is an actor who has acted in Hindi and English films. After
that, he continues to act in the theater and act in documentaries in Bengali. Let's sing in several voices: Word for word,
and so we will sing for the next 15 days. Let's go swimming. Do you want to know where we start? The place is called
Begon. It is guarded by a dog that scares away dogs. We will go through the hills. And since they are solid thickets of
ferns, we will go through their middle. There is growing water. White lilies grow here. It's evening. This place is called
Kholaon. It's just backwater here. And this is where the jungle begins. This is Pate Jungle. This is a monkey camp. This
is Shapray. Haryana Chat Patrika: I want to show us something beautiful. We are located on Nanda Road in Jaipur.
Subject conversation: We are here because we have come to talk about the future. It's acceptable here. It's okay here.
It's not very funny here. It's really soulful here. The atmosphere here is authentic. I really don't see any danger. We are
part of a society that can live here. We pass through a place with a banyan tree. Here is the title. Do you know that this
banyan tree is called kanhal? It is a tree from the Cartheciaceae family. It is found only in India. Also called banyan.
Patta. And now we will go through the forest. It's not a very pleasant place. We all have to go in baggy pants and bare
feet. Every tree here is like a work of art. Our boots will be dirty after we walk many, many kilometers here. Here
people can go through it with a smile on their lips.Tenk Gupta: I would like to go to Nigeria and buy glasses there.
Nigerians say: "There are big glasses. Big Jaysons." It's still something... Laya Ram: Do you want to buy glasses in
Niger? They say: - "These are the ones who take off their glasses." Tanjush Munnetrajad
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